
Mauna Loa
Long Table

SERIES
Fyrn Stemn
Nested Table Series

WOOD FINISHES
Maple, Black Walnut

Matte Silver, Copper Bronze

BRACKET FINISHES

MATERIALS
North American hardwoods
Patented metal brackets 

For product inquiries and formal quotes contact: 

info@fyrn.com or call 415.805.6908follow us @fyrn_sf

Visit www.fyrn.com for details 

46.25” at top

47” OA

16”

15.75”

Fyrn’s nested tables emphasize functionality through simple design. Four sizes allow for versatility of use and ease of storage, transforming office and living 

spaces into adaptable environments. To further maximize function and mobility, the smallest table, Pinyon, includes a convenient center handhold. All 

tables sold individually or as a set. In addition, Fyrn has released a longer piece that can stand alone as a coffee table or integrate with the nested tables. 
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Denali
Nested Table

SERIES
Fyrn Stemn
Nested Table Series

WOOD FINISHES
Maple, Black Walnut

Matte Silver, Copper Bronze

BRACKET FINISHES

MATERIALS
North American hardwoods
Patented metal brackets 

For product inquiries and formal quotes contact: 

info@fyrn.com or call 415.805.6908follow us @fyrn_sf

Visit www.fyrn.com for details 

23” at top

24” OA

17.75”

15.75”

17.75”

Fyrn’s nested tables emphasize functionality through simple design. Four sizes allow for versatility of use and ease of storage, transforming office and living 

spaces into adaptable environments. To further maximize function and mobility, the smallest table, Pinyon, includes a convenient center handhold. All 

tables sold individually or as a set. In addition, Fyrn has released a longer piece that can stand alone as a coffee table or integrate with the nested tables. 
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Rainier
Nested Table

SERIES
Fyrn Stemn
Nested Table Series

WOOD FINISHES
Maple, Black Walnut

BRACKET FINISHES

MATERIALS
North American hardwoods
Patented metal brackets 

For product inquiries and formal quotes contact: 

info@fyrn.com or call 415.805.6908follow us @fyrn_sf

Visit www.fyrn.com for details 

19.75” at top

20.5” OA

16”

14.5”

16”

Matte Silver, Copper Bronze

Fyrn’s nested tables emphasize functionality through simple design. Four sizes allow for versatility of use and ease of storage, transforming office and living 

spaces into adaptable environments. To further maximize function and mobility, the smallest table, Pinyon, includes a convenient center handhold. All 

tables sold individually or as a set. In addition, Fyrn has released a longer piece that can stand alone as a coffee table or integrate with the nested tables. 
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Shasta
Nested Table

SERIES
Fyrn Stemn
Nested Table Series

WOOD FINISHES
Maple, Black Walnut

BRACKET FINISHES

MATERIALS
North American hardwoods
Patented metal brackets 

For product inquiries and formal quotes contact: 

info@fyrn.com or call 415.805.6908follow us @fyrn_sf

Visit www.fyrn.com for details 

16.25” at top

17” OA

14.25”

13.5”

14.25”

Matte Silver, Copper Bronze

Fyrn’s nested tables emphasize functionality through simple design. Four sizes allow for versatility of use and ease of storage, transforming office and living 

spaces into adaptable environments. To further maximize function and mobility, the smallest table, Pinyon, includes a convenient center handhold. All 

tables sold individually or as a set. In addition, Fyrn has released a longer piece that can stand alone as a coffee table or integrate with the nested tables. 
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Pinyon
Nested Table

SERIES
Fyrn Stemn
Nested Table Series

WOOD FINISHES
Maple, Black Walnut

BRACKET FINISHES

MATERIALS
North American hardwoods
Patented metal brackets 

For product inquiries and formal quotes contact: 

info@fyrn.com or call 415.805.6908follow us @fyrn_sf

Visit www.fyrn.com for details 

12.75” at top

13.5” OA

12.25”

12.5”

12.25”

Matte Silver, Copper Bronze

Fyrn’s nested tables emphasize functionality through simple design. Four sizes allow for versatility of use and ease of storage, transforming office and living 

spaces into adaptable environments. To further maximize function and mobility, the smallest table, Pinyon, includes a convenient center handhold. All 

tables sold individually or as a set. In addition, Fyrn has released a longer piece that can stand alone as a coffee table or integrate with the nested tables. 
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For product inquiries and formal quotes contact: 

info@fyrn.com or call 415.805.6908follow us @fyrn_sf

Visit www.fyrn.com for details 

Denali

Rainier

Shasta

Pinyon

Mauna Loa

Shasta

Pinyon

Denali

Mauna Loa

Mauna Loa

Pinyon ( x 3 )

Fyrn’s nested tables can be specified in a variety of configurations that allow a space to transform along with the needs of the environment. Housed within the 

Stemn Series, nested tables boast Fyrn’s hallmark strength, durability and elegant profile. Reinforced by our patented bracket system, the various sizes provide 

for multiple uses of the furniture - including an extra seat, a footstool, an ottoman, or a side table - while requiring a minimal footprint. Specify the entire series, 

or build on the collection over time.


